Why your Health &
Safety should go
digital in 2021
Learn how to transform Health & Safety
in your business using smart technology.
Including our latest survey highlights.
DUNCAN DAVIES
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Introducing Notify
Meet Duncan, CEO and co-founder
of Notify
Welcome to Notify! I’m Duncan Davies, CEO and cofounder. Previously trained as an accountant, I have
worked across various technology businesses over
the years. These include online-gaming, autonomous
cars, innovation platforms, accountancy software
and, of course, safety software.
When I tell people about my experience in these
industries, one question comes up again and again:
“Why on earth did you choose safety tech?”
For me, the answer is easy. I believe that, in
my lifetime, technology will help to predict and
significantly reduce accidents and illness in the
workplace.
Furthermore, I see a change in our relationship with
technology - one that can save lives and transform
workplaces for good.

Duncan Davies, CEO and CoFounder

Now is the time for Health & Safety to go digital.
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Notify’s Mission
Our mission is simple:

To make a billion
workers safer
around the globe.

Smart
Smart Health
Health &
& Safety
Safety Software
Software
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How Notify Works
99.9%

Well in “tech-speak” we’ve developed a cloud based SAAS
platform with companion apps for IOS and Android, hosted
on AWS and delivering 99.9% uptime.

uptime

What does the above mean, in simpler terms?
1.	We build tools that keep workers safer,
healthier and more productive in an everchanging world of work.
2.	We help you improve safety outcomes
using technology.
3.	We enable you to prove compliance and
make sure that actions are captured and
seen through to completion.
While it is easy to assume that Health and Safety technology
will be complicated, full of elitist jargon and unreliable, this
simply isn’t the case with Notify.
Notify simplifies your Health and Safety compliance - and
we’re going to show you how.
Software as a Service
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The Safety Revolution
Why does safety matter more today than ever before?
First, let’s take a look at some key health and safety statistics.

Did you know...
There are

2.78 million
deaths per year

at work

around the world

There are a further

The cost of these

workplace
injuries

is estimated at

374 million
that result in

more than four
days’ absence
from the workplace
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injuries and
deaths
3.94% of
global GDP
each year!
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COVID-19’s effect on
businesses
Nobody could have predicted that 2020 would have
taken such a virtual U-turn. Our homes, jobs, freedoms
and health have all been jeopardised by COVID-19 and
continue to hang in the balance today.
Health and Safety is at the forefront of everyone’s minds;
even companies who never considered themselves ‘highrisk’ have had to cope with a sea change in their need to
manage risk.
Our prediction is that throughout 2021 and beyond, a
model of hybrid working will become the preferred model
over fully-remote or fully-workplace-based working.
Every single business across the world is having to
adapt their modus operandi to provide a safe working
environment for employees and customers during the
pandemic, and the effects will last a long time.
Your business must be equipped to meet people where
they are, engaging people effectively through a digital
platform.
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A revolution in Health & Safety
While this period has been highly stressful for business leaders,
think of it as a launchpad to how your company approaches
Health & Safety and the changes it can make.

“Has your business been forced to put both
physical safety and employee mental health
at the forefront of its operations?”

Physical
Safety

If the answer is ‘yes’ then you’re getting your priorities
straight.
Investors around the world are increasingly prioritising safety
and sustainability; by getting safety right, you are valuing your
people and driving towards higher productivity and delivery.

Mental
Health

As a leader within your business, it is time to step forward and
take up your own role in pushing your organisation into a safer,
more sustainable future.
All you need are the right tools to implement your own safety
revolution. And Notify gives you those tools.
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The Other Side Of Tech
Tech continues to divide people. We haven’t yet reached
the stage where all business leaders value digital
transformation.
Many companies, believe it or not, are still using pen and
paper, bulky ring binders and dull spreadsheets to enforce
Health and Safety compliance. Is that you?
Stop blushing, don’t worry! You can still make a change.
Whether you love or loathe technology on a personal
level, you should use it to put your workplace’s safety
first.
Technology is the answer to improving compliance and
streamlining health and safety, both in the coronavirus
pandemic and beyond.
Not convinced? Stick with us for a moment.
Let us introduce you to Sarah.
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Meet Sarah
Sarah is a new apprentice starting at your
company this very morning! Sarah is 24;
ambitious, clever and self-sufficient, everything
your company is looking for in a young recruit.
Sarah has her sights set on becoming a top
engineer, wanting to become a leader for women
in your sector. The future of your organisation lies
in the hands of people just like her.
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Let’s take a look at how
Sarah started her day
As Sarah leaves the house on this particularly frosty morning,
she snaps a picture of the gorgeous winter sunrise coming
over the buildings on her street. Sarah posts the pic to
Instagram; it’s been liked 146 times so far today.
On her way to the train station, Sarah nips into Greggs to get a
latte - plant based, of course. She keeps one hand in her warm
pocket as she taps her phone to the card reader with the
other; no need to reach for her wallet.
While Sarah sips her almond latte and checks her Instagram
for likes, an alert comes up on her watch - yes, her watch - to
tell her that the train she plans to take is running three minutes
late. No problem; Sarah has left plenty of time to get to work
on her first day. Like we said, Sarah is one of the smart ones.
Once she is settled on the train, Sarah puts in her Airpods.
Sarah opens Spotify, which presents her with her ‘Discover
Weekly’ download. She gets pumped up to the latest hits as
she heads into the city.
While she listens to Spotify, Sarah checks up on her fitness
app to see how many steps she’s already done today.
Sarah then opens her banking app, reluctantly, to check the
balance. It’s distressingly low; she’s very pleased to be starting
a new job today.
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Sarah then spots a rather dishy looking guy sitting a little
way down the train. She flicks over from her banking app to
Tinder, swiping away for a few minutes.
As she jumps off the train onto the platform, Sarah enters
your company address into Google Maps. She doesn’t want
to get lost and be late on her first day! She looks up and
down at her phone as she follows Maps all the way to your
front door.
Having arrived in plenty of time thanks to Google, Sarah
takes a quick selfie in front of your company sign and
posts it to her Snapchat story - just for her close mates.
She’s feeling nervous and wants a bit of cheering on. Heart
beating quickly now, Sarah heads into the office.
By mid-morning, Sarah is buzzing. She’s met the lovely
team, been shown around the place, and even been given
her own desk. Her own desk! Feeling optimistic and lively,
Sarah heads into her 10:30 appointment: the Health and
Safety induction.
She doesn’t think much of this - it’ll be over in a few
minutes, right?
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Sarah meets Brian
Safety officer Brian - lovely, inoffensive Brian who always
clicks ‘Reply All’ on chain emails - hands Sarah the Health and
Safety Holy Grail: a green ring binder based on HSG65.
We’ve all felt the heft of The Green Ring Binder, haven’t we?
We’ve all stared into the eyes of a Brian, who is clearly very
proud of this neatly compiled, colour-coordinated stack of
sheets, right?
Well, Sarah hasn’t. Sarah is new to this world, and now that
she’s holding onto this surprisingly heavy binder, the optimism
she felt thirty seconds ago is beginning to leak away. Oh.
Sarah sits at her desk and begins to flick through the forms.
The policy. The risk assessments. Safe systems of work. The
reporting process. Site maps. List of first-aiders. Form after
form after form after form, Sarah’s eyes start to glaze over.

‘Is this really the easiest way
of doing this’ she thinks?
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Making Compliance
More Sarah
Of course, Sarah is not the only age group using so much
technology. In fact, many people use these tools, or at least
a selection of them, every day. Why? Because they make our
lives easier. More connected. More streamlined.
The question is: 	

“Why aren’t we applying this logic to
our Health and Safety departments?”
Compliance is never going to be the most thrilling part of
Sarah’s job - or anyone’s job for that matter! Nevertheless,
the green ring binder experience sends a message to this
bright new recruit. It tells her that your company is behind
the times. It lets her know that you aren’t streamlining the
essentials to make employees’ lives easier.

We all use tech
in our daily lives

Everything in Sarah’s world is instantaneous. Sarah has
control over how she monitors the important things in life her finances, her social life, her love life - so why should her
job be any different?
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Playing Catch-Up
The Health and Safety world is catching up to the rest
of your business’ operations. You probably operate in
the cloud; you might well use Microsoft Teams. Yet
most businesses still rely upon a dusty green ring binder
to keep employees safe at work. Why leave employee
safety in the dark ages?
We all understand the other side of the coin when it
comes to using technology. Kids spending too long on
the screen, body image issues picked up through social
media, and becoming out of touch with the real world,
are all challenges facing society today.
But when it comes to your compliance needs, there is
no more efficient, cost-effective and safe way to operate
than using technology.
It’s as simple as that.
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Why Notify?
6 ways Notify will meet your
Health & Safety compliance
needs.
We provide our services based on feedback
from our fantastic clients, always looking to
better our game every step of the way.

“I’m really happy with Notify, it has allowed us to collect clear
data and identify risks and trends within the organisation, to
protect our visitors and staff as best we can. The app works
well and is simple to use, which has helped us better implement
the tool across the business, encouraging accountability at a
management level too. We’re actively working with the Notify
team to give insights into how the tool could improve over time
and I’m looking forward to future developments which will make
the platform even more useful to us at Alexandra Palace.”
Graeme Timms
Head of Health & Safety at Alexandra Palace

Notify moves your reporting onto a
1.	
digital platform.

	This is the easiest step in the process, but also the most
crucial. Digitising your Health and Safety reporting allows
colleagues to report from anywhere in the world at any time
of the day or night, from their smartphone, home computer
or at work.
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Notify makes compliance as easy
2.	

as buying a coffee - for all levels of
management.

	Managers, too, will be more motivated by the
digitisation of your Health and Safety procedures.
 icture the scenario: you have some compliance
P
forms to fill in. You also have a week’s worth of work
stacking up in your email inbox. Are you going to be
motivated to spend three hours filling in the paper
forms? Wouldn’t your life be easier if you could click
through an online form in a matter of minutes and
submit it at the touch of a button?

Fact.

Going digital will
make compliance
easier, faster
and more
streamlined!

	However well-intentioned your green ring binder
might be, your company will achieve better
compliance by making the process
easier, faster and more streamlined. Fact.
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Notify helps you track compliance and
3.	
identify gaps.

	We’ve all been in those heart-rattling situations; the ones
where we struggle to prove compliance when an audit
has flagged an issue, because the paper trail has gone
stone cold. This situation happens in all industries, on all
levels - simply because companies are yet to incorporate
efficient ways to document and track compliance.

On Notify’s platform, you can instantly see:
•
The status of every safety audit
•	How many actions are outstanding, by whom, and
for how long

4.

 otify provides speedy reporting and
N
resolving of issues.

	We all accept that non-compliances happen from time
to time. The real issue is the time it takes to find out this
has occurred, and how your organisation reacts.
	Simple digital workflows ensure that the right person
sees the right data at the right time - allowing them to
make the right decision.
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Notify helps you implement time and cost
5.	
efficient training and feedback.

	Training and coaching is a vital aspect of compliance, yet
many companies find it tricky to implement them during busy
work periods.
	With Notify’s software, we have the ability for an investigator
of an incident to provide direct feedback to the reporter. This
could be to give them positive praise, or to give constructive
coaching.

Notify is your first line of defence in
6.	
a crisis.

	We are all aware of the potential cost of non-compliance.
Should disaster strike, how well-equipped are you to piece
the evidence together for your insurance provider, or even in
a courtroom? Are you confident today that you could prove
compliance at all stages?

With Notify, these worries won’t even cross your
mind. Everything is right where you need it to be.
No more paper trails, no more stress.
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Technology in the Workplace Survey Highlights
Source: Approx. 75 safety professionals attending the IOSH/Notify ‘Technology in the Workplace’ webinar

Our attendees told us...

2/3

of safety people
are looking for
more engagement
with their boards

37%

want to introduce
more behavioural
safety measures

1/3

Nearly

40%

currently use pen,
paper & Excel

1/3

use software
developed
in-house

want to increase
near-miss
reporting

85%

view technology
as being able to
support their role

50%

said it takes
10 mins or more
to report a
near miss
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How can Notify software help...
Notify’s dashboards provide
real time insight into safety
trends, actions and issues,
supporting engagement
from the top of the
organisation right through
to the workforce.

Clients moving from pen
and paper to Notify’s
platform see on average a
10X increase in levels of
reporting – by making it
quick and simple
for employees to report.

Use Notify to report and
analyse unsafe behaviours,
then use the data to provide
support to employees to
challenge and change
behaviours.

Software developed
in-house can deliver benefits,
but it’s hard to add new
features and functions.
With Notify, we responded to
Covid within a fortnight and
we continually improve
and update.

Notify consistently
enables clients to increase
near miss reporting,
typically by 10X previous
levels. We provide easy tools
to manage the data and
get insights to the
right people.

Taking on software can
be expensive and timeconsuming. With Notify,
clients can be up and
running within hours.
Charges start at £30/month,
affordable for every size
of organisation.

It takes around
30 seconds to log
a near miss on Notify,
and up to 90 seconds
to report an incident.
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Notify makes it simple to transform your
Health & Safety in 2021
1) Contact us for your FREE trial
2) Report and resolve incidents, conduct audits, create risk assessments
3) Make your employees safer, healthier and more productive at work
If you would like to discuss your requirements in more detail,
please contact Duncan Davies, CEO Notify, below:
by calling +44 (0)7917 227441
or emailing duncan.davies@notifytechnology.com
www.notifytechnology.com
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